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The purpose of this paper is to discuss a class of integrals formed from 
quantities that describe the behavior of material regions of an Einstein- 
Riemann space. Previous discussions of such integrals [l-3] have been 
restricted to the domain of relativistic fluid mechanics and have been based 
on a rotation tensor that is physically questionable [4]. 
A material region J? of an Einstein-Riemann space is characterized by a 
momentum-energy tensor [5], 
TAB = /A WA WB + oAB, (1) 
where WA are the components of the unit velocity vector of energy transport, 
p is the density of energy as seen by an observer at rest with respect to the 
velocity field WA, and crAB is the generalized stress tensor. This stress tensor 
admits WA as a null vector and is further constrained by the requirement 
that its eigenvalues be different from t.~. Since the space under consideration 
is an Einstein-Riemann space, we have TAB;, = 0 and hence (see [IS]) 
pwBwA;B + uAB;B + WAcrBCEBC = 0, (2) 
(pwA);A = crABCAB . 
Here l AB denotes the Born rate-of-strain tensor and the semicolon denotes 
covariant differentiation formed from the Christoffel symbols based on the 
metric tensor h,, of signature - 2. 
Let UA be the components of a vector field on 4, which is Cl and such 
that 
The rotation tensor 
f %l UAW # 0. (4) 
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and the Fermi rotation tensor 
(6) 
are then well defined on A. In what follows, the vector field VA will be 
identified either with WA, in which case & =, 1 or with 
VA = e-vwA (7) 
for bounded #, in which case 4, = e-2v. If the form of dB were restricted to 
that for a perfect fluid, the factor 4 would be identified with what Taub [3] 
denotes by4 (not to be confused with+, here). For our purposes, the function 
4 will be left arbitrary, although there is strong motivation for taking 
# = - In (p), so that VA would represent the energetic-momentum vector. 
Following Taub (Sec. 4 of [3]), we assign a Cl vector field Z”(x) on A and 
thereby determine a three-parameter family of curves by the solutions of 
dx’/dP = ZA(x), (8) 
Let .Z be a hypersurface in A which may be represented by 
where iA are some permutation of numbers 0, 1, 2, 3. We may then write 
the solution of (8) as ti = KA($, p), where i = i1, i2 , i9, $ are the initial 
values of x* on Z, and 
&‘, 0) = T)‘, k’O(rlj, 0) = fW, T2, v3>. 
Let V be a closed curve in Zz 
7f = ri(t), t, < t < t2 , ‘“(t,) = Yip,), 
and assume that the r”(t) are of class Cl. The equations 
yA = W’(q), P) = yA(4 P) (9) 
define a two-dimensional surface .7 in A!. It is evident that the closed curves 
obtained from (9) by assigning a sequence of constant values to p are images 
of the closed curve %? under the mapping generated by (8). It goes without 
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saying that with t = constant, (9) constitutes a solution of (8). Under the 
continuity conditions on the d(t) and the Z”(x), the vector field 
AA(4 P) = YA.t(= ayA/at) 
is well defined on Y, and is tangent to the image of V for the corresponding 
value of p. From these remarks it is evident that 
AA .9 = ZA(Y(C P>).t . (10) 
Given any Cl vector field VA on J and a closed Cl curve V in C, we may 
define a functional r(p; U, Z, %‘) on any section of .Y with the hypersurface 
p = constant by the integral 
r(p; u> z, %) = (” UA(y(t, p))AA(t, p)dt. t1 
This functional measures the circulation of the field UA with respect to the 
image of V under the motion defined by (8). An obvious calculation based 
on (11) gives 
qP; u, z, v = ta 
d? s YAhAdt, t1 
where 
3/A = mAB(“> zB(Y(t, P))’ (13) 
A necessary and sufficient condition that r(p; U, Z, %?) = 0 for all Cl 
curves % is QA,( U) = 0. Hence, we have Q; U, Z, U) = 0 for all Cl curves 
%? ;f and only if there exists a scalar function p on ~2 such that U, = p,A 
(see [41)- 
Similar arguments based on (12) lead to the following result: A necessary 
and su$icient condition that dr(p, U, Z, V)/dp = 0 for all Cl curves Sf is that 
there exists a scalar function p* on JI such that yA = P*,~ . 
If VA generates a strongly irrotational motion (that is, sZ,,( U) = 0), then 
r(p; u, z, q = dr(P; 2 zp g, = 0. 
On the other hand, if VA generates a Fermi irrotational motion (that is, 
was(U) = 0), then (6) gives 
szA,(u) = - flUIAUB,:CUC~ 
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where U, = 8A,, (see [4]). Hence, a Fermi irrotational UA will, in general, 
not lead to Q; U, Z, U) = 0 or dlQ; U, Z, V)/dp = 0. 
We now restrict our attention to those cases in which UA = VA and use 
the notation lQ; V, 2, %) = r(p; Z). Remembering that VA = e-‘+‘WA 
and using (6), we then have 
yA = 2w,,(V) ZB - 2e-vWLAWBl;,WcZB. (14) 
From our previous results, we have IQ; Z) = 0 if and only if VA = p,A . 
Thus, since WA = e’+‘VA = e’+‘pSA, and since this condition is necessary and 
sufficient for o~~s( W) = 0 (see [4]), we see that a necessary and suficient 
condition for r(p; Z) = 0 is that WA define a Fermi irrotational motion. This 
result is what should be expected, since it is wAB , not QA, that characterizes 
what is meant physically by irrotational motion. On the other hand, if VA 
defines a Fermi irrotational motion but not a strongly irrotational motion 
(that is, uAB( V) = 0, sZ,,( V) # 0), then r(p; Z) # 0. In this case, we have 
dr(p; Z)/dp = 0 if and only if either WA or ZA is such that 
or equivalently 
2e-PWIAWBI;,WCZB = - P*,~, 
DwA 1 - = - evp*,,@f: - WAWB). 
Ds w,zc 
Let us further restrict our attention to those cases for which ZA = WA; 
that is, the motions are those that transport energy in A, andp = s. This case 
is what corresponds with previous investigations if dB were such as to 
describe a perfect fluid. Since mAB( V) admits VA , and hence WA , as a null 
vector, (14) gives 
yA = e-rDW,lDs. (15) 
The general case in which r(s; W) = 0 has been discussed in the preceeding 
paragraph. We therefore consider the case in which r(s; W) # 0, that is, 
wall(W) # 0. Our previous results show that dl’(s; W)/ds = 0 (that is, the 
circulation I’(s, W) is a constant of the motion) if and only if there exists a 
scalar p* such that ‘ya = P*,~. Combining this with (15) gives 
DW,/Ds = evp*,A. (16) 
Now, the energy transport in A is governed by the system (2), (3), and hence 
we may eliminate DW,/Ds between (2) and (16). This gives 
u& + WAOCDECD = @p*,A. (17) 
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We therefore conclude the following: A necessary and suficient condition for a 
material region JZ of an Einstein-Riemann space to admit r(s; W) as a constant 
of the motion is that the generalized stress tensor of JZ be such that there exist 
scalars # and p* for which (17) holds. If we demand that V, represent the 
energetic-momentum vector (that is, pe v = l), then the conditions (16) 
require that sZ,&DW/Ds) = 0; otherwise, we have waB(DW/Ds) = 0. 
Since Q,,(e) = 0 defines a proper subset of uAB(*) = 0, it is evident from 
the above that it is the operator ~,&a), not QA,(.) that characterizes the rota- 
tional properties of a material region. 
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